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Release Title: Indiana Jones…  30th July 1981 (United Kingdom) 

Origin: United States 

AKA:  
Release date: United States – 12th June 1981 

Genres: Action, Adventure 

Disc Nos. – 1 

Certification:    A 

Duration: 1h 55m 

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region: 2 

Languages: English, German, Hebrew, Spanish, Arabic, Nepali  

Filming locations: Sidi Bouhlel, Tunisia (city of Cairo) 

Sound mix: Dolby Atmos 

    ISBN: 501437940735 

REF: 202 

 

 



 

Colour:  PAL 

Aspect Ratio:2.39:1 
 

1 - Title:  Indiana Jones – Raiders of the Lost Ark 
 

Storyline 

In 1936, American archaeologist Indiana Jones recovers a Golden Idol from a 

booby-trapped Peruvian temple. Rival archaeologist René Belloq corners him and 

steals the idol; Jones escapes in a waiting seaplane. After returning to the United 

States, Jones is briefed by two Army Intelligence agents that Nazi German forces 

are excavating at Tanis, Egypt, and one of their telegrams mentions Jones' former 

mentor Abner Ravenwood. Jones deduces that the Nazis are seeking the Ark of the 

Covenant, which Adolf Hitler believes will make their army invincible. The agents 

recruit Jones to recover the Ark first. 

 

At a bar in Nepal, Jones reunites with Ravenwood's daughter Marion, with whom 

Jones once had an illicit relationship, and learns that Ravenwood is dead. The bar is 

set ablaze during a scuffle with Gestapo agent Arnold Toht, who arrives to take a 

medallion from Marion. Toht attempts to recover the medallion from the flames, 

but only burns its image into his hand. Jones and Marion take the medallion and 

escape. 

 

Traveling to Cairo, the pair meet Jones's friend Sallah. Sallah reveals Belloq is assisting the Nazis, who have fashioned 

an incomplete replica medallion from the burns on Toht's hand. Nazi soldiers and mercenaries attack Jones, and 

Marion is seemingly killed, leaving Jones despondent. An imam deciphers the medallion for Jones, revealing that one 

side bears a warning against disturbing the Ark, and the other bears the correct measurements for the "staff of Ra", an 

item used to locate the Ark. Jones and Sallah realize that the Nazis are digging in the wrong location, infiltrate the 

Nazi dig site, and use the medallion and the correctly-sized staff of Ra to locate the Well of Souls, the Ark's resting 

place. They recover the Ark, a golden, intricately decorated chest, but Belloq and the Nazis discover them and seize it. 

Jones and Marion, whom Belloq has held captive, are sealed inside the well, but the pair escape and Jones captures a 

truck carrying the Ark. Alongside Marion, Jones arranges to transport the Ark to London aboard a tramp steamer. A 

German U-boat intercepts the steamer and seizes the Ark and Marion; Jones covertly boards the U-boat. The vessel 

travels to an island in the Aegean Sea, where Belloq intends to test the power of the Ark before presenting it to Hitler. 

 

On the island, Jones ambushes the Nazi group and threatens to destroy the Ark, but surrenders after Belloq deduces 

that Jones would never destroy something so historically significant, also surmising that Jones wants to know if the 

Ark's power is real. The Nazis restrain Jones and Marion at the testing site as Belloq ceremonially opens the Ark but 

finds only sand inside. At Jones' instruction, he and Marion close their eyes to avoid looking at the opened Ark, as it 

releases spirits, flames, and bolts of energy that kill Belloq, Toht, and the assembled Nazis before sealing itself shut. 

Jones and Marion open their eyes to find the area cleared of bodies and their bindings removed. 

 

Back in Washington, D.C., the United States government rewards Jones for securing the Ark. Despite Jones' 

insistence, the agents state only that the Ark has been moved to an undisclosed location for "top men" to study. In a 

large warehouse, the Ark is crated up and stored among countless other crates. 

 

Cast 
Harrison Ford as Indiana Jones: An archaeology professor and adventurer 

Karen Allen as Marion Ravenwood: A spirited, tough bar owner and Jones' former lover 

Paul Freeman as René Belloq: A rival archaeologist to Jones, in the employ of the Nazis 

Ronald Lacey as Major Arnold Toht: A sadistic Gestapo agent 

John Rhys-Davies as Sallah: An Egyptian excavator and old acquaintance of Jones 

Denholm Elliott as Marcus Brody: A museum curator and Jones' loyal friend 

Raiders of the Lost Ark also features Wolf Kahler as Nazi officer Colonel Dietrich and Anthony Higgins as Major 

Gobler, Dietrich's right-hand man. Don Fellows and William Hootkins appear as United States Army Intelligence 



agents Colonel Musgrove and Major Eaton, respectively. George Harris plays Simon Katanga, captain of the Bantu 

Wind tramp steamer, and Fred Sorenson portrays Jones' pilot Jock. 

 

Producer Frank Marshall appears as the Flying Wing pilot. Pat Roach and Vic Tablian each portray two characters in 

the film: Roach appears as the Nazi who brawls with Jones by the Flying Wing and one of Toht's Nepalese Sherpas; 

Tablian plays Jones's treacherous Peruvian guide Barranca and the Monkey Man in Cairo. The film features the first 

theatrical appearance of Alfred Molina as Jones' guide Satipo. Terry Richards portrays the Cairo swordsman shot by 

Jones. 

 
Parents Guide 

Certification  

Argentina:13  Australia:M  Australia:NRC (original rating)  Australia:M (2000, re-rating)  Australia:PG (1984, re-rating)  

Brazil:Livre (original rating)  Brazil:14 (2020, re-rating)  Brazil:Livre (1993 - TV, 1999 - video)  Bulgaria:B  Canada:PG (Alberta 

/ Ontario)  Canada:14A (Canadian Home Video rating)  Canada:PA (Manitoba)  Canada:14 (Nova Scotia)  Canada:13+ (original 

rating, Quebec)  Canada:R (Saskatchewan)  Canada:G (2003, re-rating, Quebec)  Chile:14  Colombia:12  Czechia:U  Denmark:15  

Egypt:12+  Finland:K-12  Finland:K-11 (2008)  Finland:K-16 (1981)  France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Greece:K-8  Hong 

Kong:II  Hong Kong:IIA (re-rating)  Hungary:12  Iceland:12  India:UA (re-rating)  India:U (recommended rating)  India:A (1982, 

original rating)  Ireland:PG  Israel:PG  Italy:T  Japan:G (2013)  Malaysia:U  Maldives:12+  Malta:PG  Mexico:A  Netherlands:12 

(DVD rating)  New Zealand:PG  Nigeria:G  Norway:15 (DVD and Blu-ray rating)  Norway:7 (Streaming rating)  Norway:16 

(cinema rating)  Peru:14  Philippines:G  Poland:12 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/12  Russia:0+  Saudi Arabia:G  Singapore:PG  

South Africa:13 (self-applied)  South Korea:12  Spain:A  Sweden:15  Sweden:7+ (Digital Streaming)  Sweden:12 (Disney+ 

rating)  Sweden:15 (cut)  Taiwan:U (self-applied)  Thailand:u 15+ (self-applied)  Turkey:16+ (self-applied)  United Kingdom:12A  

United Kingdom:A (original rating)  United Kingdom:12A (2021, cinema rating)  United Kingdom:PG (1987, re-rating)  United 

States:TV-14 (DLSV, TV rating)  United States:TV-PG (TV rating, some airings)  United States:PG (certificate #26345)  United 

Arab Emirates:16+ (self-applied)  West Germany:16 

 

Sex & Nudity –Mild  Violence & Gore – Moderate,  Profanity – Mild   Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking –  Mild  Frightening & 

Intense Scenes – Moderate 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

2. Title: Indiana Jones – and the Temple of Doom 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information 
 

Release Title: Indiana Jones…  15th June 1984 (United Kingdom) 

Origin: United States 

 

 

  

http://paragon.myvnc.com/DVD-Collection/dvdportal3.html


 

AKA: Also known as: Indiana Jones 2  

Release date: United States – 8th May 1984 (Westwood, California, Premiere) 

Genres: Action, Adventure 

Disc Nos. – 1 

Certification:    12A 

Duration: 1h 58m 

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region: 2 

Languages: English, Sinhala, Hindi  

Filming locations: Sri Lanka (on Location)  

Sound mix: Dolby Atmos 

Aspect Ratio: 2.39:1 

 

 

2 - Title:  Indiana Jones – and the Temple of 

Doom 
 

Storyline 

In 1935, American archaeologist Indiana Jones survives a murder attempt from 

Shanghai crime boss Lao Che, who hired him to retrieve the remains of Nurhaci. 

Jones flees from the city in the company of the young orphan Short Round and 

nightclub singer Willie Scott, unaware that the plane he is traveling on is owned 

by Che. The plane's pilots dump the fuel and parachute away, but Jones, Willie 

and Short Round escape using an inflatable raft before the plane crashes. The trio 

ride down the slopes of the Himalayas and fall into a river before arriving at the 

Indian village of Mayapore. There, the villagers plead for Jones' aid in retrieving a 

sacred lingam stone stolen along with the village's children by evil forces from the 

nearby Pankot Palace. Jones agrees to do so, hypothesizing that the stone is one of 

the five Sankara stones given by the Hindu gods to help humanity fight evil. 

Traveling to the palace, the trio are warmly welcomed and allowed to stay for the 

night as guests, attending a banquet hosted by the palace's young maharaja. 

 

At night-time, Jones is attacked by an assassin, but manages to kill him. He 

discovers a series of tunnels underneath the palace and explores them with Willie 

and Short Round. There, they discover Thuggee cultists conducting a human 

sacrifice. The cult, which possesses three Sankara stones, are revealed to have 

abducted the children of Mayapore, using them to find the remaining stones. 

During an attempt to retrieve the stones, Jones is captured alongside Willie and 

Short Round. Thuggee high priest Mola Ram forces Jones to drink a potion that 

places him into a trance-like state which makes him prepare Willie for sacrifice. 

Short Round is put to work in the tunnels, but escapes and interrupts the sacrifice 

by freeing Jones from his trance, who rescues Willie in turn. 

 

The trio defeat the Thuggee, collect the Sankara stones and free the children, escaping an attempt by Ram to drown 

them. Cultists pursue them. As they cross a rope bridge above a crocodile-infested river, Ram ambushes them again, 

leading Jones to cut the bridge in two. Cultists fall to the hungry crocodiles. As Jones, Willie, Short Round and Ram 

struggle to climb up the broken bridge, Jones invokes the name of Shiva, causing the stones to burn through his 

satchel; Ram tries to grab one and falls into the river, and he is likewise devoured by the crocodiles. British Indian 

Army soldiers arrive and defeat the remaining cultists, and Jones, Willie and Short Round return to Mayapore and 

hand over their last remaining stone. As the villagers are reunited with their children, Jones and Willie embrace. 

 

 

 

 

 



Cast 
Harrison Ford as Indiana Jones: An archaeologist adventurer who is asked by a desperate Indian village to retrieve a 

mysterious stone and rescue the missing village children. Ford undertook a strict physical exercise regimen headed by 

Jake Steinfeld to gain a more muscular tone for the part. 

Kate Capshaw as Wilhelmina "Willie" Scott: An American nightclub singer working in Shanghai. In a nod to the Star 

Wars franchise, the nightclub is called Club Obi Wan. Willie is unprepared for her adventure with Indy and Short 

Round, and appears to be a damsel in distress. She also forms a romantic relationship with Indy. Over 120 actresses 

auditioned for the role, including Sharon Stone. To prepare for the role, Capshaw watched The African Queen and A 

Guy Named Joe. Spielberg wanted Willie to be a complete contrast to Marion Ravenwood from Raiders of the Lost 

Ark, so Capshaw dyed her brown hair blonde for the part. Costume designer Anthony Powell wanted the character to 

have red hair. 

Ke Huy Quan as Short Round: Indy's 11-year-old Chinese sidekick, who drives the 1936 Auburn Boat Tail Speedster 

that allows Indy to escape during the opening sequence. Quan was chosen as part of a casting call in Los Angeles. 

Around 6,000 actors auditioned worldwide for the part, including Peter Shinkoda; Quan was cast after his brother 

auditioned for the role. Spielberg liked his personality, so he and Ford improvised the scene where Short Round 

accuses Indy of cheating during a card game. 

Amrish Puri as Mola Ram: A Thuggee priest who performs rites of human sacrifices. The character is named after an 

18th-century Indian painter. Lucas wanted Mola Ram to be terrifying, so the screenwriters added elements of Aztec 

and Hawaiian human sacrificers and European devil worship to the character. To create his headdress, make-up artist 

Tom Smith based the skull on a cow (as this would be sacrilegious), and used a latex shrunken head. 

Roshan Seth as Chattar Lal: The Prime Minister of the Maharaja of Pankot. Chattar, also a Thuggee worshipper, is 

enchanted by Indy, Willie and Short Round's arrival, but is offended by Indy's questioning of the palace's history and 

the archaeologist's own dubious past. 

Philip Stone as Captain Philip Blumburtt: A British Indian Army officer on a routine inspection tour of Pankot Palace 

and the surrounding area. He assists Indiana by fighting off Thuggee cultists at the bridge with his regiment, the 11th 

Poona Rifles. 

Additionally, Roy Chiao portrays Lao Che, a Shanghai crime boss who, with his sons Chen (Chua Kah Joo) and Kao 

Kan (Ric Young), hires Indy to recover the cremated ashes of one of his ancestors. David Yip (in his film debut) 

portrays Wu Han, a friend of Indy, who is killed in Club Obi Wan. Raj Singh portrays Zalim Singh, the adolescent 

Maharajá of Pankot, and D. R. Nanayakkara portrays the village Shaman, the leader of a small village that recruits 

Indy to retrieve their stolen sacred Shiva lingam stone. Denawaka Hamine and Iranganie Serasinghe play two of the 

village women. 

 

Professional wrestler Pat Roach plays the Thuggee overseer in the mines whom Indy has a large brawl with; Roach 

had previously appeared as a German mechanic and a Giant Sherpa who brawls with Indy in Raiders of the Lost Ark. 

An uncredited Dan Aykroyd appears briefly and with a British accent as Weber, who escorts Jones, Short Round and 

Willie from their car to the plane. Spielberg, Lucas, Marshall, and Kennedy have cameos at the airport. 

 

 
Parents Guide 

Certification  

Argentina:13  Australia:NRC (original rating)  Australia:M (2000, re-rating)  Australia:PG (1985, re-rating)  Brazil:Livre (original 

rating)  Brazil:14 (2020, re-rating)  Brazil:Livre (1999, video)  Brazil:14 (1991 - TV)  Canada:PG (Canadian Home Video rating)  

Canada:PG (Manitoba/Ontario)  Canada:14 (Nova Scotia)  Canada:13+ (original rating, Quebec)  Canada:G (2003, re-rating, 

Quebec)  Chile:14  Colombia:12  Denmark:11  Ecuador:12 (self-applied)  Egypt:G (self-applied)  Finland:K-14  Finland:K-12/9  

France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Germany:12 (2016, re-rating)  Greece:K-8  Hong Kong:IIA  Hungary:12  Iceland:10  

Iceland:12 (video rating)  India:UA  India:(Banned) (original rating)  Ireland:PG  Israel:PG  Italy:T  Japan:G  Malaysia:U  

Mexico:A  Netherlands:12 (DVD rating)  New Zealand:PG  Nigeria:PG  Norway:15 (DVD and Blu-ray rating)  Norway:12 

(VOD)  Norway:16 (1984, cinema rating)  Peru:Apt  Poland:12  Portugal:M/12  Portugal:M/6 (cut)  Russia:0+  Saudi Arabia:PG  

Singapore:PG  South Africa:PG  South Africa:13 (self-applied)  South Korea:12  Spain:13  Spain:12 (Movistar+)  Sweden:15  

Thailand:u 15+ (self-applied)  Turkey:7+ (self-applied)  United Kingdom:PG (original rating, cut)  United Kingdom:12A (2013, 

cinema rating)  United Kingdom:12 (2012, re-rating)  United States:PG (certificate #27401)  United Arab Emirates:PG (self-

applied)  West Germany:16 (original rating) 

 

Sex & Nudity –Mild  Violence & Gore – Severe,  Profanity – Mild   Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking –  Mild  Frightening & 

Intense Scenes – Severe 

 

 

 

 

http://paragon.myvnc.com/DVD-Collection/dvdportal3.html


 

 

3. Title: Indiana Jones – and the Last Crusade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information 
 

Release Title: Indiana Jones…  30th June 1989 (United Kingdom) 

Origin: United States 

AKA: Also known as: Indiana Jones 3  

Release date: United States – 24th May 1984  

Genres: Action, Adventure 

Disc Nos. – 1 

Certification:    PG 

Duration: 2h 7m 

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region: 2 

Languages:English, German, Greek, Arabic 

Filming locations: Moab, Utah, USA 

Sound mix: Dolby Atmos 

Aspect Ratio: 2.39:1 

 

 

3 - Title:  Indiana Jones – and the Last 

Crusade 
 

Storyline 

In 1912, a teenage Indiana Jones discovers a group of robbers finding a 

crucifix owned by Coronado while exploring caves with his Boy Scout troop 

in Utah. Believing it belongs in a museum, Jones takes the crucifix and evades 

the robbers to return home. However, the town sheriff arrives and forces Jones to hand it over to the robber's 

employer. Years later in 1938, Jones again confronts the employer off the Portuguese coast, recovering the crucifix 

and escaping. 

 

After returning to the United States, Jones learns that his father Henry has disappeared while searching for the Holy 

Grail. Walter Donovan, his father's financial backer, tasks Jones with finding both Henry and the Grail. Jones receives 

a package containing Henry's diary, which includes his research on the Grail, and travels to Venice alongside Marcus 

Brody to meet Henry's associate Elsa Schneider. Beneath the library where Henry was last seen, Jones and Schneider 

discover a catacomb containing an inscribed shield which reveals that the path to the Grail begins in İskenderun. The 

 
 



two are subsequently attacked by a mysterious group who reveal themselves to be the secret Order of the Cruciform 

Sword, dedicated to protecting the Grail. After saving the group's leader Kazim, he informs Jones that Henry is being 

held at a castle in Austria. Jones entrusts Marcus with a map from the diary detailing a route to the Grail and sends him 

to İskenderun to rendezvous with their old friend Sallah. Discovering their rooms have been ransacked, Jones reveals 

the diary's existence to Schneider before they sleep together. 

 

In Austria, Jones and Schneider infiltrate the castle, discovering it to be under Nazi control. Jones finds Henry and 

tries to escape, but surrenders after Schneider is held captive by the Nazis. She reveals herself to be a Nazi 

collaborator, and Jones and Henry are tied up and learn that Donovan is also working with the Nazis. After arriving in 

İskenderun, Marcus is captured by the Nazis as well. Schneider returns to Germany, while Jones and Henry escape the 

castle before traveling to Berlin to retrieve the diary. After recovering it from Schneider, Jones and Henry flee on a 

zeppelin before evading two Luftwaffe planes pursuing them. 

 

Arriving in Hatay, Sallah reveals to Jones and Henry that the Nazis have also travelled there using the map. While they 

are following the trail, the Nazis are attacked by the Order but defeat them. Henry takes advantage of the distraction to 

try and rescue Marcus but is captured; Jones attacks the Nazi convoy in response and is eventually able to destroy it 

with help from Henry and Marcus. Jones, Henry, Marcus and Sallah proceed to a temple containing the Grail, where 

they observe the Nazis attempting to overcome the temple's traps before being captured. Donovan forces Jones to find 

a way for them by mortally wounding Henry. With the help of the diary, Jones overcomes the traps and finds a room 

with many cups and an ancient knight, who explains that only one cup is the true Grail. Donovan enters the room, 

dying by rapid aging after drinking from the wrong cup, before Jones identifies the true Grail and saves Henry. 

Schneider falls to her death when she attempts to leave with the Grail, causing the temple to collapse. Jones and his 

companions manage to escape, riding off into the sunset. 

 

 

Cast 
Harrison Ford as Indiana Jones: The archaeologist professor, adventurer and Elsa’s love interest, who seeks to rescue 

his father and find the Holy Grail. Ford said he loved the idea of introducing Indiana's father because it allowed him to 

explore another side to Indiana's personality: "These are men who have never made any accommodation to each other. 

Indy behaves differently in his father's presence. Who else would dare call Indy 'junior'?" 

River Phoenix as a younger Indiana Jones. Phoenix had portrayed the son of Ford's character in The Mosquito Coast 

(1986). Ford recommended Phoenix for the part; he said that of the young actors working at the time, Phoenix looked 

the most like him when he was around that age. 

Sean Connery as Henry Jones, Sr.: Indiana's father, a professor of Medieval literature who cared more about looking 

for the Grail than raising his son. Spielberg had Connery in mind when he suggested introducing Indiana's father, 

though he did not tell Lucas at first. Consequently, Lucas wrote the role as "a crazy, eccentric" professor resembling 

Laurence Olivier, whose relationship with Indiana is "strict schoolmaster and student rather than a father and son". 

Spielberg had been a fan of Connery's work as James Bond and felt that no one else could perform the role as well. 

Spielberg biographer Joseph McBride wrote, "Connery was already the father of Indiana Jones since the series had 

sprung from the desire of Lucas and Spielberg to rival (and outdo) Connery's James Bond films." Gregory Peck was 

also considered for the role. Connery, who had eschewed major franchise films since his work on the James Bond 

series, as he found those roles dull and wanted to avoid paparazzi attention, initially turned the role down (as he was 

only twelve years older than Ford) but eventually relented. Connery—a student of history—began to reshape the 

character, and revisions were made to the script to address his concerns. "I wanted to play Henry Jones as a kind of 

Richard Francis Burton," Connery commented. "I was bound to have fun with the role of a gruff, Victorian Scottish 

father." Connery believed Henry should be a match for his son, telling Spielberg that "whatever Indy'd done my 

character has done and my character has done it better". Connery signed to the film on March 25, 1988. He improvised 

the line, "She talks in her sleep", which was left in because it made everyone laugh; in Boam's scripts, Henry telling 

Indiana that he slept with Elsa occurs later. 

Alex Hyde-White plays Henry in the film's prologue, though his face is never shown and his lines were dubbed by 

Connery. 

Denholm Elliott as Marcus Brody: Indiana's bumbling English colleague. Elliott returned after Spielberg sought to 

recapture the tone of Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981), following the actor's absence in the darker Temple of Doom 

(1984). 

Alison Doody as Dr Elsa Schneider: An Austrian art professor and Indy's love interest, who is in league with the 

Nazis. She seduces the Joneses to trick them but seems to be in love with Indy. While the character of Elsa is in her 



30s during the film, Doody was 21 when she auditioned and was one of the first actresses who met for the part. 

Amanda Redman was offered the role, but declined. 

John Rhys-Davies as Sallah: A friend of Indiana and a professional excavator living in Cairo. Like Elliott's, Rhys-

Davies's return was an attempt to recapture the spirit of Raiders of the Lost Ark. 

Julian Glover as Walter Donovan: An American businessman who sends the Joneses on their quest for the Holy Grail 

out of a desire for immortality while secretly working with the Nazis for the same goal. Glover previously appeared as 

General Veers in Lucas's The Empire Strikes Back. He originally auditioned for the role of Vogel. Glover, who is 

English, adopted an American accent for the film, but was dissatisfied with the result. 

Additionally, Michael Byrne portrays Ernst Vogel, a brutal SS colonel. Byrne and Ford had previously starred in Force 

10 from Navarone (1978), in which they also respectively played a German and an American. Kevork Malikyan 

portrays Kazim, the leader of the Brotherhood of the Cruciform Sword, an organization that protects the Holy Grail. 

Malikyan had impressed Spielberg with his performance in Midnight Express (1978) and would have auditioned for 

the role of Sallah in Raiders of the Lost Ark had a traffic jam not delayed his meeting with the director. Robert 

Eddison appears as the Grail Knight, the guardian of the Grail who drank from the cup of Christ during the Crusades 

and is immortal as long as he stays within the temple. Eddison was a stage and television veteran only appearing in a 

few films since the 1930s (including a supporting role in Peter Ustinov's 1948 comedy Vice Versa). Glover recalled 

Eddison was excited and nervous for his return to film, often asking if he had performed correctly. Laurence Olivier 

was originally considered to play the Grail Knight, but he was too ill and died the same year in which the film was 

released. 

 

Michael Sheard appears as Adolf Hitler, whom Jones briefly encounters at the book-burning rally in Berlin. Although 

a non-speaking role, Sheard could speak German and had already portrayed Hitler three times during his career. He 

had also appeared as Admiral Ozzel in The Empire Strikes Back and as Oskar Schomburg in Raiders of the Lost Ark. 

In the same scene, Ronald Lacey, who played Toht in Raiders of the Lost Ark, cameos as Heinrich Himmler. Alexei 

Sayle played the sultan of Hatay. Paul Maxwell portrayed "the man with the Panama Hat" who took possession of the 

Cross of Coronado. Wrestler and stuntman Pat Roach, who played three roles in the previous two films, made a short 

cameo as the Nazi who accompanies Vogel to the Zeppelin. Roach was set to film a fight with Ford, but it was cut. In 

a deleted scene, Roach's agent boards the second biplane on the Zeppelin with a World War I flying ace (played by 

Frederick Jaeger), only for the pair to fall to their deaths after the flying ace makes an error. Richard Young played 

Garth, the leader of the tomb robbers who chased young Indiana Jones and then gives him his hat. Eugene Lipinski 

portrayed the mysterious agent G-Man, while Vernon Dobtcheff appeared as the butler of Castle Brunwald. 

 
Parents Guide 

Certification  

Argentina:13  Australia:PG  Brazil:Livre (1991, cinema and TV, 1999, video)  Brazil:Livre (original rating)  Brazil:14 (2020, re-

rating)  Canada:PG (Manitoba/Ontario)  Canada:14 (Nova Scotia)  Canada:G (Quebec)  Chile:14  Colombia:12  Denmark:11 

(DVD rating)  Egypt:Not Rated (self-applied)  Finland:K-14  Finland:K-16/13  Finland:K-12 (DVD and Bluray rating)  

France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Greece:K-8  Hong Kong:II  Hong Kong:IIA (re-rating)  Hungary:12  Iceland:12  India:U  

Ireland:PG  Israel:PG  Italy:T  Japan:G  Malaysia:U  Mexico:A  Netherlands:AL  Netherlands:12 (DVD rating)  New Zealand:PG  

Nigeria:G  Norway:12 (Netflix self-rating)  Norway:15 (1989, cinema rating)  Peru:Apt  Philippines:PG-13  Poland:12 (self-

applied)  Portugal:M/12  Russia:0+  Saudi Arabia:G  Singapore:PG  South Africa:PG  South Korea:15 (2002)  South Korea:12 

(2003)  South Korea:All (1989, theatrical rating)  Spain:A  Sweden:15  Thailand:u 15+ (self-applied)  Turkey:13+ (self-applied)  

United Kingdom:PG  United Kingdom:12A (2021, cinema rating)  United States:PG-13 (certificate #29778)  United Arab 

Emirates:PG-15 (self-applied) 

 

Sex & Nudity –Mild  Violence & Gore – Moderate,  Profanity – Mild   Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking –  Mild  Frightening & 

Intense Scenes – Moderate 
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